The paper describes some details of the mechanical and kinematics design of a five-axis mechanism. The design has been utilized to physically realize an industrial-scale five-axis milling machine that can carry a three KW spindle. However, the mechanism could be utilized in other material processing and factory automation applications. The mechanism has five rectilinear joints/axes. Two of these axes are arranged traditionally, i.e. in series, and the other three axes utilize the concept of parallel kinematics. This combination results in a design that allows three translational and two rotational two-mode Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs). The design provides speed, accuracy and cost advantages over traditional five-axis machines. All axes are actuated using linear motors.
Introduction
Five-axis machines have numerous applications in material processing and factory automation applications.
Five-axis milling machines represent one prominent application. These machines utilize a spinning cutter that initially has vertical or horizontal axis. The machine then allows three rectilinear motions (X-Y and Z) of the cutter with respect to the material to be processed.
Further, the cutter axis can be made to rotate about two of these rectilinear axes, which allows reaching five faces of the material to be processed (assuming cubic/parallelepiped-shaped material). This is called five-face machining if the tilting range of each of the rotational DOFs is 90 degrees or higher. In many cases the tilting range is less than 90 degrees. There are several designs of the three Cartesian/Translational axes.
The selection of the configuration of these axes depends on the desired travel, rigidity and other secondary criteria [Slocum, 1992] . These axes do not represent any design problem and it is usually straightforward to optimize their design using Finite Element Analysis (FEA) methods. The current work is not concerned with the design of these three translational motions. 
Machine Kinematics
Here we propose to solve the problem of the two rotational DOFs using a three DOFs PKM. This PKM is to provide the two rotational DOFs as well as one translational DOF.
This translational DOF is needed anyway. The mechanism that can realize these three DOFs can only be asymmetrical [Refaat el al, 2005] . This means that the limbs of the mechanism are not identical. In this The detailed kinematics equations of the mechanism are beyond the scope of this work. The PKM proposed here is actually a member of a PKMs family whose kinematics has readily been analyzed in details [Refaat el al, 2006a] .
Mechanical Design and Motion Control
The stress, strain and natural frequencies of the machine depicted above has been analyzed using ANSYS finite element software, and the dimensions of the various parts have been selected to ensure natural frequencies higher than 400 Hz of all parts, sub-assemblies and assemblies of the machine. That in turn allowed wide bandwidth position control loop free of resonances [Refaat et al, 2006b] . Static deflections at the end point have also been maintained at 5 the microns when a 3KW spindle is used. The specifications of the used linear motors were also explained in that work.
The machine can realize a speed of 2 m/sec and acceleration of 20 m/sec 2 while maintaining the servo error below 15 microns at all times.
Conclusions
An industrial-scale five-axis machine that utilizes the concept of parallel kinematics has been proposed. The 
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